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The Official Dictionary Of Unofficial
of or relating to one of the two factions of the IRA and Sinn Féin, created by a split in 1969. The
Official movement subsequently renounced terrorism and entered constitutional politics in the Irish
Republic as the Workers' Party (now the Democratic Left)
Unofficial | Definition of Unofficial at Dictionary.com
These examples are from the Cambridge English Corpus and from sources on the web. Any opinions
in the examples do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge
University Press or its licensors.
OFFICIAL | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Noun. She interviewed a senior official from the previous administration. A company official
responded to our request.. Adjective. She was accused of destroying official documents. Her illness
did not prevent her from performing her official duties. The Vice President is on an official trip. We
extended an official greeting to the ambassador.
Official | Definition of Official by Merriam-Webster
An official is someone who holds an office (function or mandate, regardless whether it carries an
actual working space with it) in an organization or government and participates in the exercise of
authority (either their own or that of their superior and/or employer, public or legally private).. A
government official or functionary is an official who is involved in public administration or ...
Official - Wikipedia
official - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions
official - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference.com
Given the potential for a cyber tit-for-tat to escalate, Obama has even more incentive to find a
diplomatic solution.
Escalate | Definition of Escalate at Dictionary.com
official - Traduzione del vocabolo e dei suoi composti, e discussioni del forum.
official - Dizionario inglese-italiano WordReference
early 14c., from Old French oficial "law officer; bishop's representative" (12c.) and directly from
Late Latin officialis "attendant to a magistrate, public official," noun use of officialis (adj.) "of or
belonging to duty, service, or office" (see official (adj.)). Meaning "person in charge of some public
work or duty" first recorded 1550s.
Official Synonyms, Official Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
The countertenor voice has existed, in some form or another, since at least the Middle Ages. The
terminology of what a "countertenor" is, however, has become clouded.This author's definition
holds a countertenor to mean either:
The (Un)official Countertenor Homepage - Medieval
sum·ma·ry (sŭm′ə-rē) n. pl. sum·ma·ries 1. A brief statement mentioning the main points of
something: a summary of our findings. 2. Prose that provides information in a condensed format, as
by mentioning only the most significant details of a narrative: The novelist did not like writing
dialogue and preferred to write stories in summary. adj. 1 ...
Summaries - definition of summaries by The Free Dictionary
Meanwhile, supporters are smug and righteous that the person who manages the world's leading
stock exchange deserves every million. — Susan Lee, Wall Street Journal, 10 Sept. 2003 Alice
Norcross Pratt, a local stay-at-home mom, is portrayed as smug and pious, yet we also see
glimmers of her hidden longings. — Elizabeth Graver, New York Times Book Review, 27 May 2001
Once, Roy dared ...
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Definition of SMUG - Dictionary by Merriam-Webster ...
EY said that it identified Quartell as the remitter associated with four transactions to Balec
Ventures, a BVI company which served as a front company for Syria's Scientific Studies Research
Centre (SSRC), a Damascus-based organisation in charge of developing, inter alia, chemical
weapons for the regime of Syria's totalitarian ruler Bashar Al Assad.
Remitter - definition of remitter by The Free Dictionary
Answers.com is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the questions you want
Answers - The Most Trusted Place for Answering Life's ...
Though any question is, technically, an inquiry, that word is usually used to refer to an official or
public search for the truth. For instance, after a plane crash, the government launches an inquiry
into the cause.
inquiry - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
SCRABBLE®, Tournament Word List (TWL), and the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary (OSPD) are
trademarks registered in the US and Canada by Hasbro Inc. J.W. Spear & Sons Limited of
Maidenhead, Berkshire, England, a subsidiary of Mattel Inc, possesses rights in other countries.
Scrabble Help | Wordplays.com
Decree definition: A decree is an official order or decision , especially one made by the ruler of a
country... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples
Decree definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
back-to-back life sentences n. slang for consecutive life terms imposed by a judge when there were
two crimes committed by the defendant, both of which can result in punishment of a life term, such
as two murders, or a murder and a rape involving aggravated assault.
Legal Dictionary | Law.com
Sunshine State may refer to: . The official nickname of the U.S. state of Florida; The nickname of the
Australian state of Queensland; The unofficial nickname of the U.S. state of South Dakota; The
nickname of Ondo State, Nigeria; Sunshine State, a 2002 film set in Florida; Florida's Turnpike,
originally known as the Sunshine State Parkway; Sunshine State, a webcomic by Graham Nolan
Sunshine State - Wikipedia
An agent is a person (natural or legal) with the authority to act for or represent another person or
party. Companies can be held liable for their agents’ acts of corruption, including for channeling
bribes, for not reacting to corrupt acts, or for acts the agent should have known about given the
presence of clear signs of the acts taking place.
Corruption Dictionary - Business Anti-Corruption Portal
2007/06/02 : The beta 2 is now available. Fix from previous beta are: Error when launch emulator
for uncompressed files. The option "regroup duplicate" was a general ...
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